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Omnibus edition, books 1-4 in the Skeleton
Creek series in one 820 page volume.
Collects ten tales of terror that are presented in three parts each, beginning with
links and passwords to an online audio introduction, followed by the written text in
the book, and ending with links to online
video ﬁnales.
Skeleton Creek is a fast-paced detective
series. Ryan is grounded. Forbidden to contact Sarah, they communicate through
texts, midnight meets and Sarah's videos
using the passwords in the book.
Read the Book. Watch the Videos. Uncover

the Mystery. The chilling second book in
the interactive series from New York Times
Best Seller author Patrick Carman. Strange
things are happening in Skeleton
Creek...and Ryan and Sarah are trying to
ﬁnd out why. Ryan writes down everything
in his journal, and Sarah records everything on her videocam. The two move
deeper into the mystery they've uncovered, determined to discover the secrets
buried in Skeleton Creek, in the conclusion
to Patrick Carman's thrilling series.In this
groundbreaking format, the story is broken
into two parts -- Ryan's text in the book,
and Sarah's videos on a special website,

with links and passwords given throughout
the book.
Henry thinks he is simply saving a butterﬂy from being eaten by Mr Fogarty's cat
- but he is in fact saving the life of a misdirected exiled fairy prince. A prince who
has to get back to his own land in order to
thwart a threatened attack by the Faeries
of the Night. But time is against Pyrgus
Malvae and soon he is relying on Henry
and Mr Fogarty not just to get him home
but also to solve the puzzle that surrounds
his exile. A wonderful, gripping, page-turning read full of the kind of detail that will
ensure that this fabulous fantastic novel
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will have readers young and old holding
their breath as the story unfolds.
The chilling ﬁfth book in the interactive series from New York Times Best Seller author Patrick Carman. Ryan and Sarah have
lived in skeleton creek all their lives, uncovering ghostly mysteries no one else
can ﬁgure out. but when their investigations lead to the skeleton creek cemetery
and a haunted room, they discover a
chilling secret even they're not ready
for.nothing could prepare them for what
they found in the phantom room.experience the world of Skeleton Creek through
Ryan's journal and Sarah's online videos.
The phantom room. Enter if you dare.
Read the Book. Watch the Videos. Uncover
the Mystery. Part text, part video, all
spine-tingling mystery. New York Times
Best Seller author, Patrick Carman's Skeleton Creek returns to thrill. Strange things
happen in Skeleton Creek - and when they
do, Ryan writes them down and Sarah captures them on video. They've solved old
mysteries. They've followed clues all over
the country and underground. They've investigated secret societies. They've found
their answers. Or so they thought. Because there are still some secrets that
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Ryan and Sarah haven't uncovered yet.
And there's still a shadowy ﬁgure standing
in their path... someone who doesn't want
Ryan and Sarah digging up any more of
the past.
Seventeen-year-old Angie, living with her
family in Fond du Lac, Wisconsin, ﬁnds herself in love for the ﬁrst time the summer after high school graduation.
Eva Nine was raised by the robot Muthr.
But when a marauder destroys the underground sanctuary she called home, twelveyear-old Eva is forced to ﬂee aboveground.
Eva Nine is searching for anyone else like
her. She knows that other humans exist because of a very special item she treasures
~ a scrap of cardboard on which is depicted a young girl, an adult, and a robot
along with the strange word "WondLa".
Tony DiTerlizzi honours traditional children's literature in this totally original
space age adventure: one that is as complex as an alien planet, but as simple as a
child's wish for a place to belong.
Skeleton Creek is a fast-paced mystery
that alternates between book and videos.
Sarah and Ryan have followed clues and
discovered secret societies. They've found
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their answers. Or so they thought...
The chilling ﬁfth book in the interactive series from New York Times Best Seller author Patrick Carman. When Ryan and
Sarah's investigations lead to the skeleton
creek cemetery, they discover a chilling secret even they're not ready for.
The chilling second book in the interactive
series from New York Times Best Seller author Patrick Carman. Strange things are
happening in Skeleton Creek...and Ryan
and Sarah are trying to ﬁnd out why.
Read the Book. Watch the Videos. Uncover
the Mystery. Part text, part video, all chills
and thrills. New York Times Best Seller author, Patrick Carman's Skeleton Creek returns! Strange things happen in Skeleton
Creek...and when they do, Ryan writes
them down and Sarah captures them on
video. Now, the spookiness is spreading,
and the mystery is going to take them far
beyond Skeleton Creek-into places both unexpectedly sinister and spine-chillingly
haunted. Patrick Carman broke new
ground for publishing with the ﬁrst two
Skeleton Creek stories, creating the most
successful hybrid of text and web video
yet. Now he ups the ante even further, tak-
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ing the suspense to new places, and taking his legions of readers with him.
Charlie had his chocolate factory. Stanley
Yelnats had his holes. Leo has the wacky,
amazing Whippet Hotel. The Whippet Hotel is a strange place full of strange and
mysterious people. Each ﬂoor has its own
quirks and secrets. Leo should know most
of them - he is the maintenance man's
son, after all. But a whole lot more mystery gets thrown his way when a series of
cryptic boxes are left for him . . . boxes
that lead him to hidden ﬂoors, strange puzzles, and unexpected alliances. Leo had
better be quick on his feet, because the
fate of the building he loves is at stake . . .
and so is Leo's own future!
Lemony Snicket meets Roald Dahl in this
“wickedly funny” (James Ponti, New York
Times bestselling author), deliciously macabre, and highly illustrated tale of a hungry beast, a vain immortal man, and a not-so-charming little girl who doesn’t know
she’s about to be eaten. Beauty comes at
a price. And no one knows that better than
Ebenezer Tweezer, who has stayed beautiful for 511 years. How, you may wonder?
Ebenezer simply has to feed the beast in
the attic of his mansion. In return for

meals of performing monkeys, statues of
Winston Churchill, and the occasional cactus, Ebenezer gets potions that keep him
young and beautiful, as well as other presents. But the beast grows ever greedier
with each meal, and one day he announces that he’d like to eat a nice, juicy
child next. Ebenezer has never done anything quite this terrible to hold onto his
wonderful life. Still, he ﬁnds the absolutely
snottiest, naughtiest, and most frankly unpleasant child he can and prepares to feed
her to the beast. The child, Bethany, may
just be more than Ebenezer bargained for.
She’s certainly a really rather rude
houseguest, but Ebenezer still ﬁnds himself wishing she didn’t have to be gobbled
up after all. Could it be Bethany is less
meal-worthy and more…friend-worthy?
Is Skeleton Creek Real? Have you heard
the urban legend surrounding the story?
One person claims to have evidence that
proves Skeleton Creek is anything but ﬁction.

ton Creek returns to thrill. Strange things
happen in Skeleton Creek - and when they
do, Ryan writes them down and Sarah captures them on video. They've solved old
mysteries. They've followed clues all over
the country and underground. They've investigated secret societies. They've found
their answers. Or so they thought. Because there are still some secrets that
Ryan and Sarah haven't uncovered yet.
And there's still a shadowy ﬁgure standing
in their path...someone who doesn't want
Ryan and Sarah digging up any more of
the past.
The chilling second book in the innovative
series from bestselling author Patrick Carman. Strange things are happening in
Skeleton Creek...and Ryan and Sarah are
trying to ﬁnd out why. Ryan writes down
everything in his journal, and Sarah records everything on her videocam. The
two move deeper into the mystery they've
uncovered, determined to discover the secrets buried in Skeleton Creek, in the conclusion to Patrick Carman's thrilling series.
In this groundbreaking format, the story is
broken into two parts -- Ryan's text in the
book, and Sarah's videos on a special website, with links and passwords given

Read the Book. Watch the Videos. Uncover
the Mystery. Part text, part video, all
spine-tingling mystery. New York Times
Best Seller author, Patrick Carman's Skele-
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throughout the book.
Using sophisticated technology and impressive coding skills to track down advanced
cyber criminals, four savvy teens close in
on a dangerous hacker before realizing
that they are being led into a trap, in a story told through a collage of video segments, text and website postings. By the
author of the Skeleton Creek series.
Skeleton Creek is a fast-paced detective
series that alternates between book and
videos. Ryan is grounded. Forbidden to
contact Sarah, they communicate through
texts, midnight meets and Sarah's videos
using the passwords in the book.
Set in a cinematic world where telekinetic
powers dominate, Quake is the pulse-pounding ﬁnale to an epic story of love
and revenge for fans of I Am Number Four
and The Maze Runner. Faith and Dylan
may have stopped the Quinns from destroying the Western State the last time
but now the twins have joined forces with
Hotspur Chance—the lethal mastermind
behind Intels and pulses—and there’s no
telling what he is capable of now. Caught
in the middle of a deadly war, Faith and Dylan ﬁght in hair-rising battles while their In-
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tel friend Hawk works to discover the secrets of the States. But the answers Hawk
ﬁnds are bigger and more mind-altering
than anyone expected…and if Faith and
Dylan want to ﬁnish what they started,
they will need to harness their pulses in a
way no one has ever done before. Can
Faith and Dylan’s love save the world with
a quake that is big enough to change the
course of history?
Although housebound following an eerie
accident, teenaged Ryan continues to investigate the strange occurrences in his
hometown of Skeleton Creek, recording his
ﬁndings in a journal and viewing email
video clips sent by fellow detective Sarah.
The reader may view Sarah's videos on a
website by using links and passwords
found in the text.
Read the Book. Watch the Videos. Uncover
the Mystery. Part text, part video, all chills
and thrills. New York Times Best Seller author, Patrick Carman's Skeleton Creek returns! Strange things happen in Skeleton
Creek... and when they do, Ryan writes
them down and Sarah captures them on
video. Now, the spookiness is spreading,
and the mystery is going to take them far
beyond Skeleton Creek - into places both
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unexpectedly sinister and spine-chillingly
haunted. Patrick Carman broke new
ground for publishing with the ﬁrst two
Skeleton Creek stories, creating the most
successful hybrid of text and videos yet.
Now he ups the ante even further, taking
the suspense to new places, and taking his
legions of readers with him.
TOWERVALE is a book and a video game
at the same time, and a sprawling fantasy
series for ages 9-12. Towervale is organized in seven sections that are not in
order. Each section ends with a password
you must enter in the Towervale game, unlocking a level. When the level is cleared,
the next page to turn to in the book is revealed. But there's a catch: if you didn't
read the previous section of the book,
you'll have no idea how to clear the level
in the game (free game access included
with each book - web, app). Your adventure begins in the Caves of Iron and takes
you through three realms where you'll encounter a world beyond your imagination
and a villain of unparalleled danger.
The Ghost of Fossil Glen gripping ghost story and murder mystery by a popular and
highly regarded author. Allie Nichols
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knows she's being pursued by a ghost. But
her friend Karen calls her a liar and doesn't want to hear "stuﬀ like that." It is Allie's
old pal Dub who listens eagerly as Allie
tells him about a voice that guides her
safely down a steep cliﬀ side, the face in
her mind's eye of a girl who begs "Help
me," and a terrible nightmare in which
that girl falls to her death. Who is the girl?
Is she the ghost? And what does the ghost
want from Allie? As Allie discovers that her
role is to avenge a murder, she also learns
something about friendship, false and
true, in the latest chilling tale from best
selling author Cynthia DeFelice.
Is Skeleton Creek Real? Discover the very
disturbing possibility: Skeleton Creek used
real videos of terrifying experiences and
they're passing them oﬀ as ﬁction.
You are indestructible. Three whispered
words transfer an astonishing power to Jacob Fielding that changes everything. At
ﬁrst, Jacob is hesitant to use the power, unsure of its implications. But there's something addictive about testing the limits of
fear. Then Ophelia James, the beautiful
and daring new girl in town, suggests that
they use the power to do good, to save
others. But with every heroic act, the pow-

er grows into the specter of a curse. How
to decide who lives and who dies? In this
nail-biting novel of mystery and dark intrigue, Jacob must walk the razor thin line
between right and wrong, good and evil,
and life and death. And time is running
out. Because the Grim Reaper doesn't disappear. . . . He catches up.
"Song of Myself" is a poem by Walt Whitman that is included in his work Leaves of
Grass. It has been credited as "representing the core of Whitman's poetic vision".
The poem was ﬁrst published without sections as the ﬁrst of twelve untitled poems
in the ﬁrst (1855) edition of Leaves of
Grass. The ﬁrst edition was published by
Whitman at his own expense. In 1856 it
was called "A Poem of Walt Whitman, an
American" and in 1860 it was simply
termed "Walt Whitman." Walter "Walt"
Whitman (1819 – 1892) was an American
poet, essayist and journalist. His work was
very controversial in its time, particularly
his poetry collection Leaves of Grass,
which was described as obscene for its
overt sexuality.

queen, but her link to the dragon Jakl
makes the kingdom's people more than a
little uneasy.
Sister and brother Jorinda and Joringel
ﬁght to keep their promise to stay together throughout a new series of gruesome, twisted, Grimm-inspired stories.
Tremor, the second book in bestselling author Patrick Carman's Pulse trilogy, is ﬁlled
with more action-packed scenes and romance. Tremor will excite fans of I Am
Number Four and The Maze Runner with
its richly developed characters and electrifying story of love and revenge. In the
year 2051, some people have a second
pulse. Like all who have "the pulse," Faith
Daniels and Dylan Gilmore have telekinetic powers—they can move objects with
their minds. But there are ﬁve second pulses in the world who have an even greater
power: They are virtually indestructible.
Both Faith and Dylan have the second
pulse. As Dylan executes a plan to inﬁltrate enemy grounds, he'll have to face his
only weakness—and a family secret that
will threaten his very existence.
From The New York Times Best Seller author, Skeleton Creek is a fast-paced detective series that alternates between book

Princess Meglynne of Trelian will soon be
named the princess-heir, next in line to be
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and video. Sarah and Ryan stop at nothing
to unearth the truth including digging
graves for the crossbones.
A young adult thriller from Scott McEwan,
the #1 New York Times bestselling co-author of American Sniper, and Hof Williams.
Valor: great courage in the face of danger
When Wyatt gets framed for a friend’s
crime, he thinks his life is over. But then a
mysterious stranger visits him in jail with
an unusual proposal: spend three months
in a secret government camp and have a
ten-year prison sentence wiped clean. Wyatt agrees, and ﬁnds himself in a world beyond his wildest dreams, with teenagers
like him ﬂying drones, defusing bombs,
and jumping out of helicopters. This is no
ordinary camp. Camp Valor is a secret
training ground for teenage government
agents, ﬁlled with juvenile oﬀenders—badasses who don’t play by the rules—who
desperately need a second chance. If they
can prove themselves over their three
month stay and survive Hell Week, they
will enter the ranks of the most esteemed
soldiers in the United States military. But
some enemies of the United States have
gotten wind of Camp Valor, and they will
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do everything in their power to ﬁnd out its
secrets. Suddenly, Wyatt and his friends
have to put their training into practice,
and ﬁnd the bravery to protect their country.
Unearthing years of buried secrets, Rilla
Brae is haunted by ghostly visions tied to
the tainted history of a mysterious island
in this haunting novel from the author of
"The Girl Who Fell."
From the creator of the Land of Elyon
comes a riveting adventure set in an extraordinary satellite world?created as a
refuge from a dying Earth?that begins to
collapse and forever change the lives of its
inhabitants. Edgar, a gifted climber, is a
lonely boy scaling the perilous cliﬀs that
separate the three realms of Atherton: a
humble ﬁg grove; a mysterious highland
world of untold beauty and sinister secrets; and a vast wasteland where he must
confront an unspeakable danger that
could destroy the people of Atherton.
When Edgar discovers a book which contains the history of Atherton's origins and
ultimate apocalypse, his world?quite literally?begins to turn inside out.
Harold Fuzzwonker, Floyd, and the Fizzies
are under attack: Floozombies have invad-
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ed Pﬂugerville! Bestselling author Patrick
Carman and Emmy-winning illustrator
Brian Sheesley return with the second
book in the hilarious and zany Fizzopolis
series, perfect for fans of Big Nate and
Stick Dog. What do you get when you mix
burptastic Fuzzwonker Fizz with crummy
Flooze candy in the Fizzomatic machine?
Floozombies, of course! Harold Fuzzwonker, his best good buddy, Floyd, and the
Fizzies have a real problem on their hands,
in the shape of slimy, gloppy monsters.
Not only must Harold protect Floyd and
the secret recipe for Fuzzwonker Fizz from
the sneaky Snood family, he also has to
stop the Floozombies before they take
over the town, all while guarding the
biggest secret of all: Fizzopolis!
Experience the world of Skeleton Creek
through Ryan's journal and all new online
videos. Ryan and Sarah have lived in Skeleton Creek all their lives, uncovering ghostly mysteries no one else can ﬁgure out.
But when their investigations lead to the
Skeleton Creek cemetery and a haunted
room, they discover a chilling secret even
they're not ready for. Nothing could prepare them for what they found in the Phan-
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tom Room. The Phantom Room. Enter if
you dare.

When the mysterious Glyphmaster tricks
Adam into solving a puzzle and then hacks
his computers, Adam, Finn, Lewis, and Emi-

ly are pulled into a mystery that is more
trouble than they ever imagined.
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